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'There may be more newbuildings at present
because there are fewer old VLCCs around
right now, or because
prices have been
pretty good, because there are more projects
looking at double-hull units, or because
people haven't been in that much of a hurry.
There are many considerations that go into
the choosing."
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Sometimes, politics and perception become
bigger issues than the technology-%re are
cases where the risk presented by regional
instability - or the memory thereof- or other
local uncertainties has decided offshore
production in favor of the EPSO,
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In the US Gulf of Mexico, political considerations, plus memories of dramatic oil
q i b , kept FPSQ our d the p m e until
last year. In December 2001, the US Minerals
h a g e m e n t Service (MMS) issued a Record
of Decision clearing WSOs for the US Gulf.
The decision was based in part on an analysis
of a double-hull FPSO,virtually locking
in that configuration for any future FPSO
solutions rhere. Though double hulls have
not yet been internationally mandated for
FPSOs, regulatory evolution may tend that
way, if coastal states take the MMS approach
as a lead.

The first newbuild FPSO,Anoa Natuw, came
online in 1990, built by M&c for Amnocofs
Indonesian activity. For a long time, most
Fl?SOs wete based on converted tanker hulls,
and newbuilds were regarded as something of
an anomaly. While most EPSQ in the fleet
are conversions, the percentage of newbuilds
has risen over the last five years to about a
third of rhe population.

thinks this is more coincidence than
trend. "Timing is often the major influence
on the hull choice," he says. "If the project
demands you move quickly, you might go for
an existing hull. I've seen conversions chosen
where they didn't save anything but t h e .

There are good reasons to choose a double
hull. For one, the smooth-sided cargo tanks
are easily cleaned, inspected and maintained.
And as the vessel ages, it becomes very handy
to be able to inspect and repair the underside
of the cargo area from inside. Even so, many
proponents of double hulls consider that this
should be a project decision rather than a
regulatory mandate.

A comprehensive look at the issues
fhcing US Gulf FPSO projects was taken
at last September's
,it was the first
gathering of FPSO mavens since the MMS
decision came down. "The general feeling
about the dsuation was summed up pretty
wet1 by a slide in one presentation that
said, 'Economics, economics, economics,"'
he says. 'The conference participants
generally agreed that the FPSO is now
regarded as just another toot in the toolkit.
Now it's just a mamr of rime, to find
a field where the economics say it can
be used."

